Supplement 3K—Teacher Resource: Bibliography Graphic Organizer

#1 Book

Author (last name, first name): Moreillon, Judi

Title (of book): Sing Down the Rain

Place of Publication: Walnut, CA

Publisher: Kiva Publishing

Date Published: 1997

#2 Reference Book (Print Resources: Encyclopedias, Dictionaries, Multivolume Sets)

Title of Article (in quotes):

Title of Reference Book: Webster’s New Young American Dictionary

Volume Number:

Place of Publication: New York

Publisher: Smithmark Publishers

Date Published: 1995

#3 Internet Resource

Author (last name, first name—if known): Moreillon, Judi

Title (of website): The Web of Life: Sabino Canyon: The Sonoran Desert

Date Visited: April 25, 2006

URL: http://storytrail.com/SabinoCanyon/sonoran.html